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STRONG RETAIL DEMAND FUELED DAIRY, DELI AND BAKERY SALES
With the number of COVID-19 cases mounting around
the country, food dollars shifted back to food retail during
the third week of July. This week was the second of eight
non-holiday weeks between Independence Day and Labor
Day. Non-holiday weeks had been seeing some erosion in
gains in what seemed to be a slow march back to normal,
but the resurgence of the virus is reversing those declining
growth percentages across departments, with many reaching
their highest gains in more than a month. In recent weeks,
many states implemented a second round of restaurantrelated social distancing mandates, including the closing
of in-restaurant dining altogether or stricter capacity limits.
Additionally, consumer concern over the virus is rising once
more. 210 Analytics analyzed the IRI weekly sales findings,
made possible by IDDBA.
The net effect for consumer demand in food retailing was a
cross-store sales increase of 13.7% versus year ago during
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the week ending July 19 — the third week of consecutive
increases since late June. This includes strong sales for deli
meat and cheese, baked goods and dairy that all had their
strongest non-holiday performance in many weeks. Dairy
sales have been double digits ahead of the 2019 baseline
throughout the pandemic. Results for deli and bakery are
still mixed, but have been trending on a path to recovery as
retailers are finding solutions to replace closed self-serve and
bulk departments.
Center store edibles outperformed total store, up 17.8%
versus the same week year ago. This was slightly higher
than the total fresh perimeter (+13.2%), which included a very
strong performance by meat and seafood, but produce came
in on average and despite improvements, deli and bakery yet
again pulled down the sales growth average. Dairy results
remained strong with a 13% gain for the third week in a row.
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“The virus’ impact
on the nation’s food
spending is becoming
ever so clear as the
weeks roll by,” said
Jeremy Johnson, VP of
Education for IDDBA.
“As cases are rising
once more, we can
start to draw upon the
early lessons of the
pandemic, including
the potential reduction
in store trips, the
propensity for items
with longer shelf-life
and items catering
to smaller gatherings
and celebrations. However, a likely difference with those early
weeks is consumers’ fatigue with tried-and-true recipes and
scratch cooking — providing opportunity for deli prepared to
continue its comeback through ready-to-cook, ready-to-heat
and ready-to-eat solutions.”

Dairy - A Sales Powerhouse
“Dairy was among the many departments that saw an uptick
in sales gains during the week of July 19 as consumers shifted
back food dollars to retailing,” said Abrielle Backhaus,
Research Coordinator with IDDBA. “All areas within dairy grew
sales versus the same week year ago and for most growth
accelerated versus the prior week. Butter, eggs and natural
cheese had high percentage gains and are all indicative of
more at-home meal occasions.”
Natural cheese is the largest dairy category with sales of
$297 million. Milk and yogurt also boast high weekly sales;
however, their sales gains were in the single digits. The highest
percentage gain this week was recorded by whipped toppings,
at +26.4%, albeit off a small base.
Eight areas had double-digit dollar gains during the third
week of July and seven had double-digit volume gains. Only
eggs continued to see significantly higher dollar gains than
volume gains, indicative of inflation. Mild levels of inflation are
seen in other areas, such as cheese and margarine. Butter
is experiencing deflation with volume gains significantly
higher than dollar gains.
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Inflation has affected many categories across the store,
particularly the meat department that is still dealing with
double-digit inflation versus year ago. Many departments are
also experiencing narrower assortments as manufacturers
focus on optimizing productivity.
SKUs have been reduced some for dairy, but nothing like areas
such as frozen foods or fresh meat. Overall, the number of
dairy items per store selling was off by 2.7% during the week
of July 19 versus the same week in 2019. However, there are
a few areas that continue to see a much narrower assortment,
margarine in particular at -18.4%.
Some examples of areas where assortment is much narrower
are:
• Margarine/spreads: -18.4%
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• Cream cheese: -8.9%
• Processed cheese: -4.0%
Source: IRI, Total US, MULO, average weekly items per store selling

Deli — Continued Mixed Results
The increase in food retail sales also benefited deli meat and
cheese that kept sales gains steady versus the same week year
ago. Deli-prepared sales continue to be impacted by closed
self-serve areas with pre-packaged and employee-served
solutions offsetting only some of the sales lost. That said, at
-20.4% for the week ending July 19, deli prepared has come
back quite a way from
being down -47% during
mid-April.
“Much like the strength
in dairy, deli cheese and
meat continue to sit well
above the 2019 baseline
levels,” said Angela Bozo,
Education Director with
IDDBA. “Many retailers
have installed plexiglass
windows like those seen
in checkout and reopened
sliced-to-order services,
much to the delight of
those shoppers looking
for customized orders.
At the same time, prepackaged availability in
both cheese and meat
has been a tremendous
growth driver throughout
the pandemic, providing a
solution focused on speed
that many consumers seek
during these times.”

Deli Meat
Sales gains for random
weight, non-UPC deli
meat increased to +9.5%,
which was well ahead
of the 8.1% increase for
pre-packaged lunch meat
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from the refrigerated area. Price inflation drove higher dollar
than volume gains for both; however, packaged lunchmeat
had much lower volume gains, at +0.9%. Some consumers got
used to the pre-sliced offering and are asking to make this a
permanent addition to the store’s offering.
In dollar sales, non-UPC random weight is the bigger category
at $132 million in weekly sales versus $123 million for packaged
lunchmeat. However, in volume, UPC lunch meat is much
bigger at 24 million per week versus 16 million in non-UPC
sliced to order.
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Deli Cheese
Random weight deli cheese dollar gains remained in double
digits, at +10.9%. Even so, fixed weight cheese, despite being
more than six times the size, had even higher gains, at +21.2%.
Sales reached $346 million for the week of July 19 and volume
sales improved significantly as well, at +16.6%.
Both volume and dollar gains for fixed weight cheese were
the highest seen since the end of May, Father’s Day week
excepted.

Deli-Prepared
As retailers shuttered self-serve buffets and salad bars,
the number of deli prepared items saw a steep reduction.
At its lowest point, the average number of items per store
selling stood at 77 from its normal assortment of about 100
items. This week, assortment was 14 items below normal
levels as retailers are bringing items in pre-packaged format.
“Depth of assortment and flexibility has always been an
important competitive advantage of grocery deli prepared
versus restaurants,” said Eric Richard, Industry Relations
Coordinator with IDDBA. “The closing of self-serve areas
where consumers can mix and match across offerings has
hurt sales in that regard. But retailers have become extremely
good at developing items that are ready-to-eat, ready-to-heat
and ready-to-cook based on pre-pandemic deli prepared
favorites. And this is the key to bringing deli-prepared back to
positive growth territory. Consumers need a helping hand in
meal planning and
meal preparation and
deli items can be the
solution they crave.”
These are the areas
where assortment
narrowed most during
the week of July 19
versus year ago:
• Combo meals:
-31.6%
• Salads: -24.5%
• Trays: -24.6%
• Sandwiches: -13.9%
• Soups: -13.3%
• Desserts: -9.3%
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Deli prepared food sales continued to recover from March and
April when sales were down more than 40% versus last year’s
levels. Non-holiday weeks have been on a steady path of
improvement for the deli and one of the biggest success stories
of late are refrigerated meals. “Sales of refrigerated, UPC
packaged meals continue to strengthen each week, now up
15.3% versus the same week last year, said Jonna Parker, Team
Lead Fresh for IRI. “This is a clear indicator that consumers are
looking for convenience-focused items, including sides, entrees
and lunch solutions after more than four months of preparing
nearly all meals at home. Now is the time to highlight these
types of items as well as remind shoppers how easy it is to
combine items made from scratch with items that are semi- or
fully-prepared.”

Bakery -- Fresh bakery experienced a slight drop
Mixed results for baked goods continued during the third week
of July. Packaged baked goods and packaged cookies and
crackers had near identical gains around +11% versus the same
week year ago. The fresh, non-UPC, bakery is still trending in
negative territory but has gained back a lot of its lost ground
from the -32% decline seen in mid April. More reliant on special
occasions and holidays, as well as affected by the closing
of bulk cases, fresh bakery sales are on a path to recovery
as most retailers have moved to pre-packaged offerings
and others are slowly reopening bulk donut, rolls, bagel, etc
offerings.
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Prepackaged Baked Goods Aisle
Total packaged baked goods increased
11.1% — its highest increase in many
weeks. Whereas the week prior only
two areas saw double-digit increases,
this week all but bakery snacks had
gains in the teens. Bagels, though one
of the smaller sellers gained the most,
at +21.9%. Fresh bread and rolls gained
11.5% versus the same week in 2019
and is, by far, the largest segment, at
$292 million in weekly sales.

Cookies and Crackers
Aisle cookies and crackers
in UPC/fixed weight
packages saw a big jump
during the week of July 19.
Gains versus year ago were
exactly the same, at +10.8%,
taking combined sales up to
$304 million for the week.

In-Store Bakery
Four areas in the fresh
bakery saw sales gains,
including cakes, cookies,
bread and croissants. After
being down double-digits
during April, cookies and
cakes have completed
their turnaround with a
+2.2% and +1.2% dollar
increase versus the same
week in 2019. Retailers are
adjusting for the smaller, athome events, recognizing
Americans’ desire to still
celebrate major milestones
but within smaller groups.
This will be a trend we
expect to see throughout
the year. Donuts and rolls,
often merchandised as a
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bulk item in the fresh bakery, continued to be down in double
digits. Some retailers have reopened bulk cases for bagels,
donuts and rolls. This is much to the delight of some shoppers,
but also draws concern among others.
As COVID-19 related shopping patterns started to develop in
mid-March, retailers dialed back on assortment in the in-store
bakery. The average number of items per store selling declined
by as much as 21 items at the end of March. After an increase
in items throughout June, assortment remains about 10%
down from prior year levels. Bagels, that have been trending
extremely well in dollar sales, are up 16.5% in the average
number of items per store selling.
Some areas with a much smaller assortment than normal are
the following:
•
•
•

Donuts: -41.9%
Trays: -21.8%
Rolls: -14.2%

Source: IRI, Total US, MULO, average weekly items per store selling

What’s Next?
Coronavirus cases are mounting around the country and there
appears to be a close relationship to food dollars moving
back to the retail channel. Given the rising concern among
consumers, rising cases and mounting economic pressure with
many businesses and restaurants dealing with a second wave
of social distancing mandates, grocery sales will likely continue
to track well ahead of the 2019 baseline for weeks to come.
210 Analytics, IRI and IDDBA will provide sales updates every
week. Meanwhile, please thank the grocery industry, from
farm to store, for all they do to ensure supply during these
unprecedented times
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